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ABSTRACT

Soot particles are harmful emissions that can effect human health, the environment and
contribute to global warming that is why the study of soot formation is crucial. A better
understanding of soot formation can lead to more efficient combustion device designs,
reduce their emissions and their impact on human health and the environment. This thesis
contains two different detailed numerical studies. This work aims to find solutions to
reduce soot by controlling combustion variables (Chapter 3) and understand the current
ability of chemical mechanisms to predict PAH and soot concentrations (Chapter 4) by
applying a detailed numerical method. The results of the numerical studies are obtained
using the CoFlame code. This detailed code models the formation of soot particles in a
laminar coflow C2H4/air diffusion flame by applying a fixed sectional method and
accounting for processes such as reversible nucleation and condensation, soot surface
growth and oxidation. The first objective is to model and investigate the effect of inlet coflow
temperature on soot formation. Inlet coflow temperature plays an important role in soot
formation as it can effect the reaction rates and fundamentals of soot formation process
such as surface growth, nucleation and condensation. Previous studies of soot formation
using the CoFlame code have focused on the modeling of the effect of pressure, diluents,
and fuel types on soot formation; however, the effect of coflow temperature at lower
temperatures has not been previously studied using this detailed numerical approach. The
results suggest that the soot volume fraction increases in flames with a higher inlet coflow
temperature. This phenomenon is associated with the high inception rates at the lower
flame region and increase in the number of primary particles which will increase the
possibility of more surface reaction. The second study shows the difference of two
important kinetic chemical mechanisms, the chemical mechanism developed at the
German Aerospace Center, referred to as the DLR mechanism, and the mechanism
developed at the King Abdullah University of Science and Technology, referred to as the
KAUST mechanism. The effect of these mechanisms on soot aerosol dynamics and,
therefore, the formation of soot particles is studied. The results of this study suggest that
there is still a need to develop a chemical mechanism which can accurately predict both the
species concentration and soot volume fraction.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Combustion plays an important role in human civilization. Thousands of years ago, humans
started to use controlled fire for activities such as cooking, lighting spaces, and heating
houses. Later on, as technology advanced, combustion was used in a more sophisticated
manner in manufacturing, power generation, and chemical industries [1]. Fossil fuels are
the primary source of energy worldwide (oil & gas), they are used on a daily basis from
day to day transportation, to producing power and electricity, plastic and synthetic
materials. Fossil fuels supply approximately 80% of the energy demand around the globe.
Although there has been much improvement in renewable energies sector in the past year,
the search for an economically sustainable substitution for fossil fuels has not yet lead to a
major change in the fossil fuel consumption rates. Therefore, the high rate of fossil fuel
consumption will probably remain the same in the coming years [1, 2].
Soot particles are carbonaceous particulates and a byproduct of incomplete combustion.
The pyrolysis and incomplete combustion of fuel hydrocarbons under a rich fuel condition
will result in the formation of atmospheric soot or black carbon [3]. Due to the detrimental
effects of soot particle emissions on human health and its impact on the environment,
global warming and climate change, this particle has been extensively studied in the past
decades [2-5]. Soot particles mainly have a fractal-like aggregate structure, which are
constructed from spherical primary soot particles. This soot structure can be seen in Figure
1.1.
According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), soot particles are small PM2.5
emissions particulates. These fine particles are 2.5 micrometers or smaller, with the
majority of the particles being less than 60 nanometers [5].
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Figure 1.1 Picture of soot particle fractal-like aggregates [6]

The formation of soot particles is a result of a series of complex physical and chemical
reactions. Although there has been an extensive amount of research in this field in the past
decades, the processes leading to soot formation and growth are still not completely
understood. The main problem is the lack of a mutually agreed fundamental model between
soot researchers for some of the important soot processes, the most important one being
soot nucleation [7]. The first step in soot formation is the appearance of aromatic rings
from the pyrolysis of fossil fuels. Later on, the accumulation and condensation of these
aromatic rings or so-called polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) will result in the
nucleation of soot particles and the emergence of the first soot particle or so called soot
primary particle. These nucleated particles will undergo further chemical and physical
reactions. Particle growth occurs via hydrogen-abstraction-carbon-addition (HACA), PAH
condensation, coagulation, and coalescence of soot particles. Before the soot particles exit
the flame region they will undergo the oxidation process, which results in simultaneous
fragmentation of soot particles [8].
Soot particles are harmful to human health. PAHs and other organic compounds released
as a result of the combustion of fossil fuels are pre-cursors of soot and have been proven
to be carcinogenic, causing serious lung disease such as lung cancer, systemic pulmonary
inflammation, and cardiopulmonary [9]. Because of their small size, the PAHs are really
harmful particles and can attach to the soot particles and pass into the blood stream or
respiratory system causing cancer in the heart and brain, congestive heart failure, and
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atherosclerosis [10]. This risk elevates when the particles are smaller than 100 nm (ultrafine)
or as the time of exposure increase [4, 9].
These particles can cause significant damage to wildlife and the agricultural industry as
they can cause water and soil pollution. Considering direct radiative forcing, the
atmospheric solar heating caused by soot particles is believed to be the second major
contributor to global warming [11]. Atmospheric soot particles absorb most of the solar
radiation. This will prevent the reflection of radiative heat transfer from the atmosphere or
earth’s surface and increase global warming. Furthermore, soot particles settling on the ice,
absorb the solar radiative heat transfer and cause the melting of important arctic ice such
as the great Himalayan glaciers. These particles can also get attached to snow crystalline
and reduce the ice albedo [8, 11].
In addition, soot particles have a tremendous effect on the quality and efficiency of
combustion devices. Soot particles are strong absorbers of radiation. These particles will
absorb tremendous amount of the flame radiation energy; therefore, they can affect the
temperature of the flame which will drastically effect the overall thermal efficiency of the
system. A better understanding of the dynamics of soot particles can lead to a better design,
minimizing soot emissions. This will increase the overall thermal efficiency of the system
and produce less emission [12].
A number of studies have used the laminar coflow diffusion flame [13-15]. Therefore, a
valuable database of numerical and experimental studies is available. The nature of this
flame provides a simplified flow field to numerically model and a lot of experimental data
are available. Researchers such as Santoro et al have contributed a tremendous amount to
the experimental datasets available for these types of flames [14, 15].

1.2 Objectives
The first objective of this study is to use a detailed numerical model to simulate soot
formation in coflow diffusion flames of various temperatures and investigate the effect of
temperature on the formation and growth of soot particles. The second objective of this
study is to investigate the effect of the chemical kinetic mechanisms on the formation of
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PAHs and therefore soot particles. The third, objective of this study is to validate these
numerical results against the experimental data provided.

1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis is constituted of five Chapters. The first Chapter is an introduction to what soot
particles are and what is the motivation behind studying this particle. The second Chapter
consists of an overview of the theory of soot formation process and the soot formation
modelling followed by describing the detailed numerical method, and CoFlame code which
was used to obtain the numerical results. In Chapter three the importance of the study of
inlet coflow temperature is discussed and a brief overview of previous research on soot
formation modeling using CoFlame code is provided to show the importance and the need
for this study. Finally, the results of the numerical models of the present study on the effect
of coflow temperature is validated against the experimental data that has been provided.
Furthermore, the reason behind the effect of coflow temperature has been studied in this
section. A paper will be submitted from the results obtained in Chapter three of this work.
The fourth Chapter contains a brief introduction on kinetic chemical mechanisms and
PAHs formation pathways, later on the numerical method is presented followed by an
assessment of the performance of the two main chemical mechanisms by comparing
numerical results obtained using CoFlame with the provided experimental data for PAH
and soot formation. Furthermore, the result of the numerical data has been used to address
the gaps in the need of a more advanced chemical mechanism in the literature of soot
fundamental studies. A paper has been accepted for publication from this work. Finally,
Chapter five contains the overall conclusion and suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Soot Formation Processes and Numerical Modeling
2.1 Introduction
Atmospheric soot has detrimental effects on human’s health, the wildlife, and the
environment. These particles are the second leading cause of global warming, and climate
change [1]. Since soot particles are high absorbers of radiative heat, the thermal efficiency
of combustion devices are highly effected by the presence of soot particles. A better
understanding of the soot formation process and the effect of temperature and chemical
mechanisms on the flow field during soot formation can tremendously help with the further
understanding of the soot formation process in order to help reduce the emission of these
harmful particles.
This Chapter will discuss the theory of the processes (nucleation, condensation, surface
growth, fragmentation, and oxidation) behind the formation of soot particles. Later on, the
soot formation modeling approaches (empirical, semi-empirical, and detailed modelling)
are discussed followed by a description of the detailed sectional method used in the thesis
to obtain the results in Chapter three and four of the thesis. The numerical study was
obtained using the CoFlame code. A description of the numerical code, CoFlame, used to
obtain the numerical results is presented at the end of this Chapter.

2.2 Soot Formation Process
Multiple complex physical and chemical processes lead to the formation of soot particles.
Researchers [2-19] have extensively studied soot formation processes, but to this day there
is still no mutual and conclusive understanding of the soot formation process. The process
of soot formation starts with the pyrolysis of fuel hydrocarbons (under rich fuel condition)
to the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) or the precursors of soot particles. PAHs
are two-dimensional carbon-rich hydrocarbon molecules [20-23].The appearance of PAHs
7

starts with the formation of the first aromatic ring. It is widely accepted that the first
aromatic ring is benzene [17]. There is still no mutual agreement between soot researchers
on how the first aromatic ring forms; but, a summary of the most used benzene formation
pathways can be found in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Pathway to formation of first aromatic ring [16, 19-23]
Author

Remarks

M. Frenklach

Even-carbon-atom

Bittner and Howard

Lower temperatures

Miller and Melius

Opposing to prior

First ring formation pathway

pathways
Melius and Colvin

New pathways

Frenklach et al. proposed that this primary aromatic rings (benzene) can grow to bigger
multi-ringed aromatics via simultaneous H-abstraction-C2H2-addition (HACA) reactions.
The H-abstraction-C2H2-addition (HACA) process consists of two reactions. The first
reaction is the abstraction of a radical hydrogen atom from a pre-condensed aromatic ring
and changing the aromatic ring to a radical polycyclic hydrocarbon, which is more active.
The second reaction is the addition of a gaseous acetylene molecule to the aromatic ring
which is a highly reversible reaction and highly dependent on pressure and the size of
molecules of the particles [20, 23].
HACA reaction series [22, 23]:
1

𝐴𝑖 + 𝐻 → 𝐴𝑖 − + 𝐻2
2

𝐴𝑖 + 𝐶2 𝐻2 → 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠
8

The overall growth of the PAHs highly depends on the reversibility rate of the reaction and
specifically the acetylene reverse reaction. This means PAH formation is highly temperature
sensitive, as temperature impacts the forward and reverse reaction rates [20, 23].
HACA reverse reaction [22, 23]:
1

Ai− + H2 → Ai + H
2

𝐴𝑖 − + 𝐻 → 𝐴𝑖
The number of hydrogen atoms available on the surface of the aromatics is crucial for the
HACA mechanism since if there are not enough hydrogen atoms the H-abstraction-C2H2addition (HACA) mechanism cannot take place. This is why we should consider the
hydrogen to carbon ratio in the development of chemical mechanisms.
Later on, these PAHs can grow to bigger particles and molecules. Researchers agree that
the combining of these PAHs will lead to the inception of the first soot particle or so-called
primary particle. Researchers have presented three pathways to the nucleation of soot
particles through gas phase PAHs [18]. The first theory proposed by Homman is that soot
and fullerene are both believed to be three-dimensional structures, the nucleation happens
by the growth of PAHs to “curved fullerene like structures” via H-abstraction-C2H2addition (HACA) [16]. The second theory proposed by Frenklach and Wang suggests that
the growth of PAH via physical sticking leads to stacks of PAHs and the formation of the
smallest primary particles [19]. The third theory by D’Anna and Violi proposed that the
chemical reactions of PAHs will form three-dimensional cross-linked particulates. Curved
PAHs are believed to be polarized and this will result in stronger reaction as the bonding
energy will be tremendously higher [26-33]. The approaches by Frenklach & Wang and
Homman are less likely to be the nucleation pathways, and the theory proposed by D’Anna
and Violi has slower rates which may not be applicable for soot formation in every
condition.
In a recent study, Frenklach and Mebel concluded that soot nucleation happens via a Habstraction-C2H2-addition (HACA) like mechanism. The collision or bridge between PAHs
(possibly two ring PAHs) will form a so-called E-bridge between them, which will lead to
9

the appearance of bridged clusters. These bridge-like clusters are presented as the primary
pathway to nucleation of soot particles (soot inception) [21]. The rate of both the reaction
and the reverse reactions play a crucial role in the formation. Frenklach and co-worker’s
study showed that unlike previous nucleation pathways a more recurring activation growth
favors the efficiency of the PAHs growth process. However, no model has yet to implement
and test this new inception mechanism [23, 26]. Figure 2.1 is a summary of the three
nucleation model that where discussed and have been applied to numerical simulations.

Figure 2.1 A) PAHs growth to “curved fullerene like structures” B) Physical coalescence PAHs to clusters
C) PAHs to three dimensional cross-linked structures [17, 23, 27]

The nucleated soot (primary particles) will growth via simultaneous chemical and physical
surface reactions [16, 20].
Both the HACA mechanism and the PAHs surface condensation contribute to the growth
of soot particles; however, most researchers believe that growth via H-abstraction-C2H2addition (HACA) is the dominant pathway of the growth of soot particles. The Habstraction-C2H2-addition (HACA) mechanism in soot growth are very similar to those
representing the PAH growth. PAH surface condensation happens via the collision of the
PAH particles with the nucleated soot particles. The PAH will attach to the surface of soot
resulting in the mass growth of soot particles [7, 20, 28].The emergence of primary soot
particles via nucleation and the growth of nucleated soot particles to larger particles via
condensation are a highly dependent functions of PAH bonds. This is why reversibility of
nucleation and condensation play an important role in soot formation processes.
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PAH particles will collide and some of this collisions will result in the sticking of PAH
particles together. The nucleation of soot particles has been extensively studied by other
researchers as well. A summary of these studies can be found in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Soot formation modeling literature [13, 29-32]

Author
Sabbah et al.

Contribution
Proposed the reversibility of nucleation process as
a function of equilibrium ratio and constants for
pyrene ( a common PAH)

Wang et al.

Improved constant for pyrene dimerization based
on a review study

Totton et al.

Developed advanced model for PAHs binding
energies in a molecular dynamics level (coagulation
and condensation efficiency)

Violi et al.

Aliphatic chain addition will affect the dimerization
possibility

Eaves et al.

Concluded that including reversibility in the
modeling of nucleation and PAH condensation is
important

Soot particles can grow further via coagulation. The collision of particles and the Brownian
motion between them can result in the coagulation of particles where existing particles will
merge and form a larger particle with a higher mass. This process will result in larger
particles, a new structure and shape, while the total mass of soot particles in the entire
system has not changed. The coagulation of larger soot particles will result in the emergence
of soot fractal-like aggregates. When two existing particles collide they form a new particle
with a larger mass. It is important to emphasize that the collision process of particles is not
always successful in the formation of new particles. This is due to the existence of a
phenomenon called thermal rebound effect [30-32].
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Newly nucleated particles are considered nascent soot, while particles that have grown
more are called mature soot. The morphological structure and the size of nascent and mature soot
particles are different [25]. This morphological differences of these particles can be seen in
Figure 2.2. The mature soot particles are more carbonized and as a result the behavior of
the mature soot particles is different than nascent particles [25].

Figure 2.2 The left picture shows the structure of a nascent soot primary particle which is considered the
first state of soot particles, the picture on the right shows the structure mature soot primary particles [25]

Soot particle nucleation and growth pathways have been discussed. However, when these
particles finally reach the end of the flame they enter in the oxidation zone which will result
in a reduction in the size of the soot particles. This reduction in soot particle size happens
via surface oxidation of soot particles when these particles collide with OH radicals and O2
molecules [29, 44-46] The oxidation of soot particles can result in fragmentation. The
fragmentation process will cause the soot particles to further decrease in size by splitting
into multiple smaller particles [46-49]. A detailed summary of the soot formation process
can be found in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.3 Summary of soot formation pathways [28]

Figure 2.4 Soot formation process [23, 30, 33, 34]
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2.3 Soot Formation Modeling
It can be really expensive or complicated to study the formation of soot particles in the
combustion devices themselves. As a result, researchers often investigate soot formation
in simple flames such as the diffusion flames [46]. This can help with the understanding of
fundamentals of soot formation. Furthermore, an extensive database of numerical and
experimental data on diffusion flames is available based on the tremendous amount of
experimental and numerical studies conducted. The extensive data sets can be used to
validate numerical models and to test hypotheses as to how soot formation occurs [13, 14].
Currently, the importance of studies on soot formation is to further understand the
fundamentals of soot formation and the processes involved. As mentioned before,
processes like nucleation and the formation of the first aromatic ring (PAH) are still not
completely understood and have been the main research topics of soot fundamental studies
in the past decade.
Numerical modeling of soot formation has been improved drastically in the past decade;
including new advanced approaches as well as more detailed sub models. The modeling of
soot particles can be done in three different approaches: the empirical model, semiempirical model, and the detailed model [6, 29, 39]. The first model and the least complex
is the empirical model. The equations used for an empirical model are based on the
experimental results, meaning this type of model does not have much predictive capability.
These models are not complicated and complete enough to be used to further investigate
and study soot formation fundamentals. Therefore, they cannot be used to simulate a highly
different variation of the inputs and boundary conditions from the experiments already
conducted. However, because they do not include much details they use a small number of
CPUs in comparison with the other two models. The computational cost for these models
are really low [29, 39].
A more advanced level of soot modeling can be achieved with semi-empirical soot models.
These models are more complicated than empirical models; therefore, they provide more
details about the soot formation fundamentals and the coupled flow field. These models
use a combination of the experimental data sets and the chemical kinetic mechanisms. The
difference between semi-empirical and empirical models is that the physics of soot
14

formation can be implemented with semi-empirical models. This models might provide
lower computational costs by implementing compact chemical mechanisms in the
numerical modeling or so-called lumped chemical kinetic mechanisms. However, semiempirical models do not provide details such as the soot particles morphology
(distinguishing nascent and mature soot) or the pathways to the formation of the first
aromatic ring of PAH or the precursors of soot particles [6, 39, 40]. Therefore, a need for
a more complete model that can provide more information about the detailed chemical and
physical processes behind soot formation resulting in the development of the detailed
modeling approach. Detailed soot modeling is the latest approach of soot formation
modeling. using fundamental physics to develop models for all sub-processes that occur
during soot formation. These models can be used to investigate the unknowns of formation
of soot particles, such as the pathways of PAH formation and soot nucleation, or to model
soot formation with tremendously different boundary conditions and inputs that are not
limited to the conducted experimental conditions. These detailed models apply aerosol
dynamics (or population balance models) to modeling soot formation, which can provide
more insight on the morphology of soot particles and other phenomenon such as soot
coagulation. The advantage of the detailed approach is that it allows for testing the
hypothesis related to soot formation mechanisms and to understand how various factors
affect individual soot formation mechanisms. However, this model has a large
computational cost as a large number of coupled equations must be solved simultaneously.
A short overview of the studies using the three modeling approaches in soot formation can
be found in Table 2.3. The present study has applied a sectional method approach to solve
the soot equations.
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Table 2.3 Soot formation modeling literature

Author
Fairweather et al. [30]

Contribution
Developed first two equation semi-empirical
model

Franklech et al. [26, 41]

First to propose HACA mechanism and recently
suggested the E-bridge pathway

Sirignano et al. [31]

Distinguish nascent and mature soot by their size

Smooke al. [32]

Implementing detailed modeling approach

Appel et al. [7, 41]

Detailed chemistry of PAH growth

Riedel et al. [34]

Developed chemical kinetic mechanism pathways
to be used in the detailed modeling of soot

Park et al. [45, 46]

Developed a new advanced 2 equation sectional
method which can describe the aggregate structure
of soot particles.

Thomson et al. [36]

Detailed sectional method providing insight on
wider range soot primary particle sizes, applied to
more complex flow field

Eaves et al. [13, 48]

Advanced detailed soot modeling, accounting for
reversibility in nucleation and condensation

Kholghy et al. [25]

Distinguish nascent and mature soot by their
microstructure

Kraft et al. [22, 28, 40, 62]

Applied a stochastic model to investigate soot
formation is detail
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2.4 CoFlame Code
2.4.1 General Description
The CoFlame code has been used in numerous previous studies. This code is established
and developed throughout years of joint effort between the University of Toronto,
University of Ryerson, University of British Columbia and the University of Windsor. The
CoFlame code can model the formation and oxidation of soot particles using a detailed
approach by applying a fixed sectional method [35, 44, 48, 55-57]. As mentioned previously,
the diffusion flames do not have a complex field flow, so it does not require a significant
number of equations to be solved. The model assumes that the flame is steady state, nonsmoking and non-flickering. A pseudo-time marching method is used to solve the
converged solutions starting from an initial guess. To solve the Naiver-Stokes equations
and obtain the axial and radial velocities and pressure a Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure
Linked Equations (SIMPLE algorithm) has been applied. The diffusion term of the pressure
correction equation has been solved using a second order central deference scheme and the
convective terms are solved by applying a power law scheme. The soot equations are
solved using a sectional method [37]. In addition, these flames can be assumed
asymmetrical and the 3D simulation is being modeled as a 2D problem; therefore,
computational costs can be reduced significantly. Santoro et al. and other researchers have
conducted numerous experimental measurements and numerical studies which can be used
to assist with advancing the model or understanding the impact of various factors [15, 29 47, 50, 51]. At its core, the CoFlame code is a custom FORTRAN laminar flow computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) solver that includes solving detailed chemical kinetics and soot
aerosol dynamics [14, 49, 52, 53].

2.4.2 Soot Aerosol Dynamics Model
The CoFlame code uses a quasi-2D population balance model solved via a sectional
method to model soot formation. A detailed approach is utilized as it allows for insights
into how various parameters affect soot formation at a fundamental level. The approach
also allows for testing of soot formation hypothesis (such as how nucleation occurs). A
sectional method discretizes the number density function into a number of sections, where
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each section has a representative particle mass. The sectional distribution is shown in
Figure 2.5. In this thesis, 35 sections are utilized. Previous studies [23] of coflow diffusion
flames have shown that this number is sufficient to ensure numerical results do not
significantly change when increasing the number of sections. This is because the results
are independent of any further increases to the number of sections [39]. A logarithmical
splitting algorithm is used to split and allocate the particles in a specific range of particle
mass in defined sections. Every individual particle in a section will be considered to have
the same mass as the representative particle when solving the transport equations. All the
equations of the modeling section of this thesis are those who have been developed in the
previous publications on the CoFlame code [29, 33, 50, 52].

2.4.3 Governing Equations
The numerical modeling of soot formation and oxidation is a complex process consisting
of solving numerous equations. All the equations are those developed and used in the
previous work done on the CoFlame code. These equations are coupled with each other
since the flow field has a drastic impact on the soot formation process. The Navier-Stokes
equations were solved for the flame region. The momentum equation for the axial and
radial direction are solved using by using a pressure correction method. Later on, the
chemical mechanisms are modeled in order to solve the gas phase chemistry of fuel
pyrolysis and the formation of PAH molecules. After that, the soot nucleation from PAH
dimerization, soot mass growth via surface reactions, coagulation, fragmentation, and
oxidation are modeled using soot gas chemistry and soot aerosol dynamics. Finally, the
radiation of soot particles is modeled by solving the radiative heat transfer equations [14,
29].

2.4.3.1 Transport Equations
The CoFlame code solves a number of coupled equations in the gas phase simultaneously:
the axial (z) and radial (r) momentum, the conservation of mass fractions for species, and
the energy equation. As described before, a fixed sectional method has been applied to
solve the transport equations of soot formation and oxidation of particles.
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Figure 2.5 Sectional method for particles mass

There are 35 sections used in this model, and for each section two transport equations
should be solved the first one is the soot primary particle number density, and the second
one is aggregate number density. This equations are as following [23]:
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Where in all equations presented i=1,…,35 , 𝑁𝑎𝑖 is the aggregate number density, and 𝑁𝑖𝑝
is the number aggregate of the primary particle, nucleation (nu), PAH condensation and
HACA surface growth (sg), surface oxidation (ox), coagulation (co), fragmentation (fr),
particle diffusion (𝐷𝑖𝑎 ), thermophoresis (𝑉𝑇𝑠 ) are the terms that should be solved in the
transport equation [23].
Conservation of momentum in axial and radial directions [23]:
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Conservation of mass fractions for species [23]:
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(2.5)

Conversion of energy [23] :
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(2.6)

In this equations u and v are the axial and radial velocity accordingly, Vs,r and Vs,z are the
soot radial and axial diffusion velocities, gz is gravity acceleration, Yk is the Kth mass
fraction, Vk,r is the radial kth species diffusion velocity, Vk,z is the axial kth species diffusion
velocity, Wk is the molecular weight, Ys is the soot mass fraction, Kp,k and Kp,s are the
specific heat capacity and the specific heat capacity of soot at constant pressure
accordingly, hs is the specific enthalpy of soot particle, and Qr is the radiative heat transfer
of soot, water, carbon dioxide, and carbon monoxide [23].

2.4.3.2 Gas Phase Chemistry
There are various number of chemical mechanisms that can be used to model the gas phase
chemistry of soot formation. Chemical mechanisms contain a series of all the elementary
chemical reactions that are considered in the gas-phase. Some of these mechanism describe
all the pathways in details, while other use a lumping method to reduce the number of
individual pathways to soot procuress. In this study, instead of an extensive chain of
chemical mechanisms the shortened or lumped chemical mechanism described by Chernov
et al. and the German Aerospace Center (DLR) chemical kinetics department [34] was used
to model the gas phase reactions [48, 54]. All the equations used in this section are those
used in previous publications on CoFlame code release [29, 52, 55].
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Nucleation
The nucleation pathways were described before. Nucleation is the process of emergence of
soot primary particles. The approach used to model the nucleation process is the collision
and dimerization of PAH particles. Intermolecular reactions and structure play an
important role in soot formation and specially in the nucleation processes. In order to define
a reversible model for nucleation and condensation, the constants and rates of the actual
and reverse processes should be calculated to determine the formation and growth of stable
particles. Collision rates between PAHs, and between PAH and soot particles should be
calculated. The PAHAP model developed by Totton et al. has been used to calculate the
reversibility rates in the present work [42]. Later on, the reverse equations for nucleation
and condensation can be determined as stated in equation (2.7) and (2.8) [48, 55]. These
rates in the following equation are obtained from previous studies [43].
𝑅𝑛𝑢𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑣 = 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑣 [𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠]

(2.7)

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑,𝑟𝑒𝑣,𝑖 = 𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑,𝑟𝑒𝑣 [[𝑃𝐴𝐻]𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑡,𝑖+1 ]

(2.8)

where [Dimers] is the concentration of dimers and [𝑃𝐴𝐻]𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑡,𝑖+1 is the concentration of
PAH molecules. 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑣 , 𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑,𝑟𝑒𝑣 reversibility rates are those developed and used by Thomson

et al. [40, 43].

Coagulation
Coagulation is believed to be the most dominant process in the system; therefore, a detailed
and accurate coagulation model will result in a better model. The coagulation rates are
determined by applying a sectional method to the collision kernel of soot aggregates. The
representative mass of mi belongs to section i. If two particles (x and y) collide they will
merge and form a new particle (x+y) which has the mass of the summation of the x, and y
particle. Therefore, the two particles (x and y) are destroyed. In this process the mass of the
system is constant; however, the number of particles will decrease. In the following the
soot aggregate coagulation and soot primary particle coagulation equations have been
presented [41].
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The representative mass of each section is mi. mj and mk are the two colliding particles
which later merge and create a new particle. 𝛽𝑗,𝑘 is the collision kernel of two aggregates
in sections j and k, δ is the kronecker delta function, ηp,i is the number of primary
particles per aggregate in the ith section, and ξj,k is the coagulation efficiency of two
aggregates in the jth and kth sections [29, 52].
The new emerging particle, which is a result of the coagulation process, will be assessed
and divided into two nearby sections [13, 14, 39].
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(2.10)
if m i 1  m j  m k  m i

The collision kernel is calculated based on the equation presented by Rogak et al. [44] The
kernel depends on the state of the regime and therefore the value of Knudsen number (Kn)
[23]. The collision kernel defines the probability of a successful collision of two particles
(PAH-PAH or soot-PAH) to form a particle with a bigger mass.
𝛽𝑗,𝑘 = 4𝜋𝑅𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝐷𝑗 + 𝐷𝐾 )𝑓𝐷

(2.11)

Where Rabs is the absorbing sphere cluster radius, Dj and Dk are the diffusion coefficients
for soot particles in the jth, 𝑓𝐷 is thetransition regime correction factor.
1+𝐾𝑛𝐷

𝑓𝐷 = 1+2𝐾

𝑛𝐷

(2.12)

(1+𝐾𝑛𝐷 )

For this study the free molecular regime and the continuum regime have been considered.
,and a transitional zone has been determined [14]. The Knudsen number for particle with a
diameter of D (𝐾𝑛𝐷 ) can be calculated as follows:
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𝐾𝑛𝐷 =

2λm,fp

(2.13)

𝑑𝑚

λmfp is the free molecular path and dm is the mobility diameter of the particle.
The scale of the regimes which the soot particles calculations in the flow field are performed
can differ based on the Knudsen number. The Knudsen number is a dimensionless number,
that is used in fluid mechanics to determine the type of the dynamical flow field regime. If
Kn < 0.1, the scale of particles is relatively larger than the molecular free mean path of
gaseous system, the equations and the continuum regime kernel is applied. And, when 0.1 <
Kn < 1, the slip-flow regime is applied. If the particles are significantly smaller than the
molecular free mean path of gaseous system, then Kn > 10,
which means the free molecular regime equations and kernel will be applied. For this study
the free molecular regime and the continuum regime have been considered. And a transitional
zone has been determined.
The Diffusion coefficients (D) is calculated as following [14, 49] :
𝐷=

KB 𝑇Cc 𝐾𝑛

(2.14)

3𝜋λ𝑑𝑚

KB is the Boltzmann constant, Cc(Kn) is the Cunningham slip correction factor.
The mobility diameter (𝑑𝑚 ) is calculated for both the free molecular regime and the
continuum regime:
𝑑𝑚 = {

2𝑟𝑝 𝑛𝑝0.43

, free molecular regime

𝐷 −1 0.7
2𝑅𝑓 ( 𝑓2 )

, Continuum regime

(2.15)

Where rp is the primary particle radius, np is the number of primary particles in the
aggregate, Df is the fractal dimension, and the outer radius of an aggregate Rf, and f is the
volume filling factor and in this study is assumed to be 1.43 based on the study conducted
by Naumann et al [29, 57].
The Knudsen for diffusion is calculated as following, This parameter helps to track the
transition of the regime from continuum to free molecular regime [39].
𝐾𝑛𝐷 =

λf,p,12

(2.16)

𝑅𝑎𝑏𝑐

λmfp,12 is the diffusion mean free path:
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λf,p,12 =

𝐷𝑗 +𝐷𝑘

(2.17)

2𝐾 𝑇 1
1
√ 𝐵 ( + )
𝜋
𝑚𝑗 𝑚𝑘

Brownian motion of soot particles in the flame flow field flow is a result of the collision of
fluid molecules with the soot particles. Some studies neglect the effect of Brownian motion
in the field flow for simplicity. However, in this study the Brownian motion of soot
particles are taken into consideration and is applied throughout the flow field regimes.

Surface Growth
The Surface growth model used in the CoFlame code is the one introduced by Frenklach
et al.[15] This model is based on the H-abstraction-C2H2-addition (HACA) surface growth
reactions. The sectional equations for surface growth are given as follows [29, 46]:

N ia
t

sg

I g ,i


 m i 1  m i
 I
I g ,i
  g ,i 1 
 m i  m i 1 m i 1  m i
 I g ,i 1

 m i  m i 1

if i  1
if i  2,..., SN -1
if i  SN
(2.18)

N ip
t

sg

I g ,i

n p ,i

m

m
i 1
i

 I g ,i 1
I g ,i

n p ,i 1 
n p ,i
m i 1  m i
 m i  m i 1
 I g ,i 1

n p ,i 1
 m i  m i 1

if i  1
if i  2,..., SN -1
if i  SN

Ig,i is the overall condensation and HACA growth rate for section i [23].
The surface growth via HACA was described previously. The model was introduced by
Frenklach et al. and has been applied to the CoFlame code [45]. The H-abstraction-C2H2addition (HACA) process consists of two reactions; the abstraction of a radical Hydrogen
atom from a pre-condensed aromatic ring, and the addition of gaseous acetylene molecule
to the aromatic ring. The rate of both of these reactions need to be calculated to achieve the
rate of HACA mechanism. The soot surface sites are [Csoot] i dehydrogenated (first reaction)
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or [Csoot–H]i saturated (second reaction). These rates are calculated for each section
[29,46].

Csoot .i  Csoot  H i



(k1 H  k2 OH )
k1  H 2  k2  H 2 0  k4 C2 H 2  k5 O2  k1  H  k2 OH

(2.19)

Oxidation
The oxidation of soot particles was modeled by the CoFlame code using the detailed model
provided by Park et al and by applying the two-point method [29, 46].
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 m i  m i 1

if i  1
if i  2,..., SN -1
if i  SN

(2.20)
if i  1
if i  2,..., SN -1
if i  SN

Iox, i is the overall oxidation rate for section i [23].

Fragmentation
Fragmentation is a result of oxidation which has been described in the previous section.
Fragmentation is the breakage of an existing particle as a result of oxidation. This process
will result in the appearance of two smaller particles. This rate is calculated for all 35
sections as follows [23]:
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(2.21)
if i  1

if i  2,..., SN  1
if i  SN

The fragmentation distributions function Γi,i and Γi,i+1 can be calculated as following;
𝛤𝑖,𝑖 =

𝑓𝑠 − 2
𝑓𝑠 − 1

(2.22)

𝛤𝑖,𝑖 =

𝑓𝑠
𝑓𝑠 − 1

(2.23)

The rate of the fragmentation processes can be calculated as following:
1/𝐷𝑓

𝑆𝑖 = 𝐴(𝑛𝑝,𝑖 )

(2.24)

Where A is the fragmentation coefficient of the overall fragmentation is the system and
can be calculated as following:
A = Crox,s
According Thomson et al. in this equation the C coefficient can assumed to be constant
and equal to 1.0 × 105 [41]. Using the spacing factor of the model which is 2.35, the
fragmentation distribution function is calculated [23, 41].
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Chapter 3
Effect of Inlet Coflow Temperature on Soot Formation

3.1 Introduction
In this work the effect of inlet temperature on a coflow ethylene/air diffusion flame is
studied. The study of the effect of temperature on soot formation is highly important since
it can affect the main chemical and physical processes of soot formation and the final soot
aggregate particles exiting the flame region. The soot formation process consists of
numerous physical and chemical processes, all of which have varying degrees of
temperature dependency. Because of these varying dependencies, the amount, shape, and
size of soot particles can be influenced by temperature. The reversible nucleation and
condensation rates are highly dependent on the inlet coflow temperature. The influence of
temperature on soot formation was suggested by Sabbah et al. [1], Totton et al. [2], Wang
et al. [3], and further studied by Eaves et al. [4]. Temperature can affect the binding energy
between the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) resulting in changes in the
dimerization between PAH molecules and therefore effecting the nucleation and
condensation rates [1-5]. Inlet coflow temperature can also effect the decomposition or
pyrolysis of fuels resulting in a higher production of PAH, this will affect the formation of
soot particles. Furthermore, according to Veshkini et al. [6] the particle maturity is a strong
factor of the temperature history of the particle. The reactivity of soot particles surface
determines the HACA surface growth rates, that being said the temperature will have a
strong effect on the HACA reaction rates [6]. Overall, it can be seen that temperature can
affect the PAH concentration, the nucleation and condensation reaction rates, and HACA
surface growth. Therefore, it is really important to study the effect of temperature in soot
formation and particularly the processes mentioned.
Numerous studies have been done using the CoFlame code to understand the fundamentals
of soot formation and how variables such as pressure, diluents, and different fuel types can
affect the soot formation process. There has been an extensive research on the effect of fuel
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types on the soot formation process in coflow diffusion flame using the CoFlame code.
Khosousi et al. [7] analyzed the soot formation in laminar coflow diffusion flame with four
different fuel combinations of gasoline/ethanol. This study suggested that fuels with a
higher percentage of ethanol in the fuel composition will result in the production of higher
soot volume fractions. In another study Chernov et al. [8] studied methane/air, ethane/air
and ethylene/air co-flow laminar diffusion flames and applied the soot model to compare
soot production in different fuels. This study analysis focused on the nucleation of these
flames and concluded that the soot production happens earlier in the ethylene/air flames in
comparison with the other two flames. Chu et al. [9] investigated and compared soot
formation in the two most important fuel surrogates alkylbenzenes and n-propylbenzene.
Their results show that using alkylbenzenes fuels will result in a higher nucleation rate and
this high nucleation rate will result in the higher production of soot particles [9]. The soot
formation process of a jet fuel/air diffusion flame has been investigated by Zhang et al.
[10]. Furthermore, to understand the effect of addition of gaseous diluent or additives to
the fuel composition Chu et al. studied the effect of adding naphthalene to alkylbenzene
fuel types. The analysis shows that this molecule will increase surface growth; however, it
does not significantly change soot formation [11]. In another study Tongfeng et al.
analyzed the addition of n-propylbenzene to n-dodecane fuels. The addition of this
aromatic substance will increase and accelerate the formation of soot particles. Liu et al.
suggested that the addition of carbon dioxide will reduce the soot formation. Furthermore,
Liu et al. investigated the effect of helium and hydrogen suggesting that both will help with
the reduction of soot particles, with helium being more effective than hydrogen [12]. Wang
et al. [13] and Lin et al. [14] investigated the effect of addition of hydrogen and carbon
dioxide, their findings propose that the addition of both of these substances will reduce the
nucleation rate in the flame. The lower nucleation rate will result in reduction of soot in
the overall flame region [15, 16, 17].
Soot formation is usually investigated at atmospheric pressure; however, researchers have
modeled the effect of elevated pressures on the soot formation process. Eaves et al. studied
the effect of high pressure on soot formation. The result of this study show that soot
production will increase at higher pressures [18]. In a recent study, Mansouri et al.
investigated the effect of pressure near the nozzle flow field on soot formation.
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Furthermore, Mansouri et al. analyzed the effect of pressure on the soot surface growth
rates [19].
While the CoFlame code has been used in multiple studies to understand the effect of
various parameters on soot formation, it has not been applied to understanding the affect
of coflow temperature. This is a concern as temperature has a very significant influence on
soot formation. Thus, this study applied the CoFlame code to understand how increased
coflow temperatures affect soot formation. The effect of coflow temperature on the three
main processes of soot formation is investigated.

3.2 Burner and Flame Description
A non-premixed, non-smoking, and non-flickering laminar coflow ethylene/air diffusion
flame at atmospheric pressure is studied in three different inlet coflow temperatures. The flame
is modeled in a two dimensional axial and radial computational domain. This flame is
assumed to be axisymmetric; therefore, there is no need to model the whole flame instead
only half of the flame cross section is modeled. This will result in a tremendous saving of
central processing unit (CPU) time and computational cost. This burner is consisted of a
central fuel tube (I.D.= 10.9 mm) surrounded by an outer tube (O.D. = 90 mm). In a coflow
burner, air flows from the outer tube, while the fuel passes through the inner tube. The
actual inlet temperature entering the flame region, and the inlet fuel and air temperature
will be lower due to losses in the fuel tube system. The co-flow air is heated, which in turn
heats up the fuel as well, meaning both fuel and air are heated. In order to consider these
losses, experimental measurements of the temperature were used to modify inlet
temperatures. The initial conditions of flames and the dimensions of the burner can be
found in Table 3.1. The actual coflow temperatures accounting for temperature losses can
be seen in Table 3.2. These corrected temperatures were provided by the experiments and
have been used for the numerical simulations as well. All the experimental measurements
are provided by Thomson lab at the University of Toronto to be used for the validation of
the numerical results obtained in this work.
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Table 3.1 Initial conditions of modeled flames
300K

473K

673K

0.64

0.64

0.64

Ri (cm)

0.545

0.545

0.545

Inlet air velocity (cm/s)

16.41

22.92

28.88

Inlet fuel velocity (cm/s)

2.96

4.14

5.12

Inlet air temperature

300

419

528

Inlet fuel temperature

300

419

528

R0

(cm)

Table 3.2 Actual inlet coflow temperature
Theoretical coflow inlet Temperature
300 K
473 K
673 K

Actual coflow inlet Temperature
300 K
419 K
528 K

This is a non-pre-mixed flame therefore the fuel and air enter the flame domain
simultaneously but separately. The free-slip condition, and the zero gradient conditions are
applied and considered in the CoFlame code [21]. The schematics of the flame and burner
can be found in Figure 3.1. The centerline and wing line provide important information
regarding the pathways of soot formation and the maximum and overall soot rates. The
centerline tends to be dominated by PAH condensation and the wing line tends to be
dominated by the H-abstraction-C2H2-addition (HACA) surface growth process.
The flame computational domain varies between 5.8 cm (z) × 4.7 cm (r) to 8.5 cm (z) × 5.4
cm (r). The control volume grid used is 320 in the axial directions and 180 in the radial
direction of the flame (320 (z) ×180 (r)).
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Figure 3.1 The diffusion flame and coflow burner structure

3.3 Computational Domain Discretization
As shown in previous work [4-7, 22, 23] the CoFlame code uses a staggered mesh and a
semi-implicit approach has been applied for coupling the flow fields and the pressure field.
Figure 3.2 shows a cell of the applied mesh in order to find values for the newly emerged
particle (Pi,j) in the computational domain. The U, and V velocity control volumes offset
from the P control volumes. The values for temperature, species, and soot are solved based
on the P control volumes [24, 25]. The second-order central difference scheme has been
used to discretize the diffusion terms, and a power law scheme has been used to discretize
the convective terms. The pseudo-transient method is used to achieve convergence.
Convergence is achieved when the average relative error of the flame region temperature
and soot volume fraction are less than 1.0 × 10-4 [4, 5, 22].
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Figure 3.2 Unit of 2D Cartesian mesh applied

3.4 Results and Conclusion
3.4.1 Soot Volume Fraction
In soot formation there are two main important regions; the centerline of the flame, and the
wing of the flame. Both of these regions give important information about the soot
formation process in a flame. The centerline tends to be dominated by PAH condensation
and the wing line tends to be dominated by H-abstraction-C2H2-addition (HACA) surface
reaction; therefore, these regions provide important information about the soot
fundamentals and changes in the species and soot formation. The numerical results of the
CoFlame code on the centerline and wing line of the flame are validated against the
experiments data provided. All the experimental data used for the validation of the
numerical results were provided by the Thomson lab at the university of Toronto. These
experiments measured the soot volume fraction and soot primary particle diameter using a
laser induced incandescence (LII) method. Figure 3.3 shows the actual flames in the
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experiments [26]. In this technique soot particles in the flame region are heated to achieve
temperatures more than their vaporization temperature, and then these particles are exposed
to a laser pulse. Soot particles are strong absorber of radiation and will absorb the radiation
of the laser pulse. The soot particles response to the laser pulse is based on their size,
structure and maturity. Studying and analyzing the soot particles response to the laser pulse
radiation will provide the soot volume fraction and soot primary particle diameter [27, 28].

Figure 3.3 Photographs of conducted experiments at different inlet coflow temperatures provided by
Thomson lab

Soot Volume Fraction on the Centerline

The comparison between the experimental measurements and numerical results for soot
formation on centerline of the flame can be seen in the following figures.

Figure 3.4 300K soot volume fraction on flame centerline
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Figure 3.5 473K soot volume fraction on flame centerline

Figure 3.6 673K soot volume fraction on flame centerline
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A comparison of the peak soot formation of the numerical and experimental data on the
centerline of the flame can be seen in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7 Comparison of peak soot volume fraction on centerline for different inlet coflow temperatures

The results show that an increase in the inlet coflow temperature will increase the overall
and peak soot volume fraction on the centerline. This means an increases in the inlet coflow
temperature results in an overall increase in soot production. The numerical data can
predict the trend of the peak soot formation on the centerline. However, the results are
under predicted by a factor of two. Although a number of other studies show the same issue
of soot under prediction on the centerline. As mentioned before, the soot formation
pathways are not completely well understood. The sub-models for soot nucleation, or the
formation of the first aromatic ring not being included in the prediction of soot formation
pathways can cause inaccuracies with the soot predictions [4, 6, 21, 22].
The numerical model can predict the peak trend and overall soot volume fraction of the
centerline line and have qualitative agreement with the experiments. The numerical results
can predict the experiments with a relative error of 48.71%. This is an acceptable result
given that under predictions of soot volume fraction on the centerline in the literature are
up to 50% [4, 6, 21, 22]. The under predictions of soot by the numerical data can be a result
of uncertainty in PAH chemistry models which have been fully discussed in Chapter four.
Since the fundamentals of nucleation process is still not well understood another source of
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error can be inaccuracies in the development of the nucleation model. Furthermore, another
important factor in this analysis is the uncertainties of the experiments; the uncertainties of
this experiments are similar to those explained by Chu et al. [29]. An average error of 34%
is associated with the experimental measurements. Therefore, the numerical results are in close
agreement with the experiments.
Soot Volume Fraction on the Wing line

The comparison of the experimental measurements and the numerical results of the soot
formation on the wing line (maximum soot line) can be find in the following graphs.

Figure 3.8 300K soot volume fraction on flame wing line (maximum soot)

Figure 3.9 473K soot volume fraction on flame wing line (maximum soot)
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Figure 3.10 673K soot volume fraction on flame wing line (maximum soot)

A comparison of the peak soot formation of the numerical and experimental data on the
wing line of the flame can be seen in Figure 3.11. As shown in this figure, the overall peak
soot volume fraction will increase on the wing line with an increase in the coflow inlet
temperature.

Figure 3.11 Comparison of peak soot volume fraction on wing line for different inlet coflow temperatures

The numerical model can predict the peak trend and overall soot volume fraction of the
wing line and have quantitative agreement with the experiments. The numerical and
experimental results closely match with an average relative error of less than 10.65%. An
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average error of 16.52% is associated with the experimental measurements. Therefore, the
numerical results are in close agreement with the experiments considering the state of the art in
soot formation modeling.

3.4.2 Soot Primary Particle Diameter
The simulation accurately predicts the same trends and overall values of soot primary
particle measured by the experiments. The diameter of primary particles on the centerline
give us useful information on how these particles evolve. The experimental results for
measuring the soot primary particle were obtained using the laser induced incandescence
(LII) method [29].
The graphs below show the comparison between the experimental measurements and the
numerical results for the soot primary particle diameter along the centerline. This is an
important result since it will provide insight on the PAH compositions [1, 4, 6, 29].

Figure 3.12 The numerical and experimental diameter of primary particles at 300K
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Figure 3.13 The numerical and experimental diameter of primary particles at 473K

Figure 3.14 The numerical and experimental diameter of primary particles at 673K
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Figure 3.15 Comparison of primary particles diameter on centerline line for different inlet coflow
temperatures

As the coflow inlet temperature increase, the primary particle diameter and the peak
primary particle diameter on the centerline increases. The numerical model can predict the
peak trend and overall soot primary particles diameter on the center line and have
quantitative agreement with the experiments. The numerical and experimental results
closely match with an average relative error of less than 9.41%. An average error of
37.49% is associated with the experimental measurements. Therefore, the numerical results
are in agreement with the experiments. The source of errors in the numerical results can be
due to differentiating nascent and mature soot particles. These particles are different in
size. Therefore, the changes in diameter is highly dependent on this factor. Another source
of numerical inaccuracies can be the development of the nucleation model, as mentioned
before the fundamentals of nucleation process is still not well understood. According to
Chu et al. [29] to interpret the soot primary particle diameters some assumptions have been
made. The primary particles have been assumed to be monodispersed with neglected
aggregation, and a number of variables such as the soot density and detection wavelength
are assumed to be constant. These assumptions are not accurate therefore they drastically
increase the measurement uncertainties [29].
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3.4.3 Effect of Inlet Coflow Temperature on Soot Formation Process
As inlet temperature increases, the soot volume fraction on the centerline and wing line
(maximum soot) increase. To study the reason behind the increase of soot with respect to
temperature, the three main processes of soot formation (Inception, H-abstraction-C2H2addition (HACA) surface growth, and PAH condensation) should be studied on both the
centerline and the wing line of the flame. This will help to understand how these processes
are affected by temperature and how they influence the soot formation rate.

Effect of Temperature on the Soot Formation on the Wing Line
With the increase of temperature, the soot volume fraction and peak soot volume fraction
increases on the wing line of the flame. Figure 3.16 to Figure 3.18 show that the overall
summation of time integrations of the rates of nucleation, H-abstraction-C2H2-addition
(HACA) surface growth, and PAH condensation along the particle flow streamline
throughout the flame for all three process increase at higher inlet colfow temperatures.

Figure 3.16 Total contribution of the inception at different inlet coflow temperatures (300K, 473K, and
673K) on the wing line
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Figure 3.17 Total contribution of the PAH condensation at different inlet coflow temperatures (300K,
473K, and 673K) on the wing line

Figure 3.18 Total contribution of the HACA surface growth at different inlet coflow temperatures (300K,
473K, and 673K) on the wing line

As shown in the graphs the H-abstraction-C2H2-addition (HACA) surface growth is the
most dominant process contributing to soot growth, this rate has significantly increased
from the lowest temperature to the highest. However, the inlet coflow temperature change
has the most effect on the overall inception and condensation rate. Increasing these rates
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by 100% from the lowest temperature to the highest temperature. Overall, surface growth
is the main contributor to the increase in soot formation on the wing line at higher
temperatures.

Figure 3.19 Raw inception rate on the wing line with regards to height above burner for different coflow
temperature (300K, 473K, and 673K)

The reason behind this increase in the rate of H-abstraction-C2H2-addition (HACA) surface
growth on the wing line is the higher inception rate at lower flame regions. When the
inception rate increases, the number of primary soot particles increases (Figure 3.20).
Therefore, at lower regions of the flame there is more soot surface area available for
physical and chemical reactions such as PAH condensation and H-abstraction-C2H2addition (HACA) surface growth. On the wing line the HACA surface growth is more
dominant and is usually considered as the main form of soot formation. These figures show
that the number of primary soot particles increase with respect to inlet temperature on the
wing line. This trend matches the appearance of higher number of PAH and higher rate of
inception at lower regions of the flame.
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Figure 3.20 The number of primary soot particles on the wing line with regards to height above burner for
different coflow temperature (300K, 473K, and 673K)

Next, the flame region temperature changes (Figure 3.21) as a result of the increase of inlet
coflow temperature will be investigated. The temperature in the flame region can have a
strong influence on reaction rates.

Figure 3.21 Flame region temperature on the wing line with regards to height above burner for different
coflow temperature (300K, 473K, and 673K)
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The flame temperature is higher at lower flame regions for the higher inlet coflow
temperatures; however, at higher height above burners the lower inlet coflow temperatures
show higher flame region temperatures. The temperature change throughout the flame
cannot be evaluated as a main contributor to the increase of soot volume fraction.
Therefore, the increase in soot volume fraction along the wings is due to increased
nucleation at lower axial heights, leading to more soot surface area and thus higher Habstraction-C2H2-addition (HACA) surface rates.
Effect of Temperature on the Soot Formation on the Centerline
The following graphs show that for the centerline, the overall summation of inception and
surface growth values throughout the flame decrease with the increase of inlet coflow
temperature, while the PAH condensation increases with regards to the colfow temperature.

Figure 3.22 Total contribution of the of inception on the centerline
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Figure 3.23 Total contribution of the of PAH condensation on the centerline

Figure 3.24 Total contribution of the of HACA surface Growth on the centerline

The main reason behind the increase in soot formation on the centerline is inception. It can
be seen in Figure 3.25 that the inception rate in the lower region of the flame is higher for
higher inlet temperatures, and in higher height above the burner the rate is lower for the
higher inlet temperatures. This leads to the increased primary particle number densities
observed in Figure 3.26.
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Figure 3.25 Inception rate on the centerline line with regards to height above burner for different coflow
temperature (300K, 473K, and 673K)

Figure 3.26 The number of primary soot particles on the centerline line with regards to height above burner
for different coflow temperature (300K, 473K, and 673K)

On the centerline the most dominant process is the PAH condensation. The increase in
PAH condensation is due to the higher surface availability. The higher inception rates at
the lower region of the flame increase the number of soot primary particles. Therefore,
there is more soot surface area available for chemical and physical reactions and
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specifically the PAH condensation. The inception plays an important role in the soot
formation on both the wing line and the centerline.
Other factors that can increase PAH condensation rates are investigated next. The acetylene
concentration can play an important role in the PAH condensation rates by increasing the
formation of PAHs.

Figure 3.27 C2H2 Concentration on the centerline of the flame region line with regards to height above
burner for different coflow temperature (300K, 473K, and 673K)

Although, in this study (Figure 3.27) the difference in the acetylene concentration at different

temperatures is not significant enough to be used as the reason behind the increase in PAH
condensation and therefore soot formation.
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3.4.4 Conclusion
The laminar coflow diffusion flame of ethylene was studied at the inlet coflow temperatures

of 300 K, 473 K, and 673 K. The numerical results were obtained using the CoFlame code.
The model can predict and have a qualitative agreement on the trends of the experimental
measurements on the centerline, wing line, and peak soot. However, the results on the
centerline are under predicted by a factor of two. This is possibly due to deficiencies in the
soot nucleation and surface growth pathway modeling. The numerical results on the wing
line (maximum soot line) are in close qualitative agreement with the experimental results.
Three main soot processes were studied to investigate the effect of temperature on soot
formation. The nucleation is highly dependent to PAH which are the basis of the soot nucleation,
condensation, and H-abstraction-C2H2-addition (HACA) surface growth pathways. The increase
in the overall soot formation on the centerline and wing line of the flame are linked to PAH species
formed during the pyrolysis of the fuel [27, 28, 30].
On the wing line HACA surface growth had the strongest effect; however, soot inception
had the most change with regards to the inlet temperature increasing by less than a factor
of two. The higher inlet temperature increases the pyrolysis of the fuel and this will result
in the production of higher numbers of PAHs in the lower flame region, this higher values
of PAH will increase the inception rate which this will later increase the number of primary
soot particles. Increase in the soot primary particles, will increase the soot surface
availability, an important factor effecting the main soot formation process on the wing line,
the HACA surface growth. The higher soot volume fraction at higher inlet coflow
temperatures is the result of this increase in the soot primary particles and the increase in
the soot surface area available for the surface reactions. The increase is soot primary
particles and soot surface area will also effect the soot formation on the centerline. The
soot surface availability increases the PAH condensation on the centerline.
All in all, it can be concluded that the main reason behind the increase in soot volume
fraction in the flame at a higher inlet coflow temperature is based on the increase in
inception and therefore higher soot surface area availability at lower flame regions.
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Chapter 4
Effect of Applied Chemical Kinetic Mechanism on Soot
Formation

4.1 Introduction
The stringent regulations on particulate emissions motivate researchers to understand soot
formation at a fundamental level. Since Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) are the
precursors of soot [1, 2], emphasis has been given to unravel the chemical pathways
responsible for their growth. Frenklach et al. [3, 4] proposed that successive HydrogenAbstraction followed by Carbon (acetylene) Addition (HACA) for the growth of PAHs in
flames, which still remains the backbone of several kinetic mechanisms available in the
literature [5]. Pyrolysis of acetylene indeed does not produce phenanthrene, but ethylene
pyrolysis produces a considerable amount of phenanthrene [6]. In a numerical investigation,

Liu et al. [7] explained that vinylacetylene addition to the naphthyl radical at the zig-zag
site might be responsible for the formation of phenanthrene. A zig-zag site is the zig-zag
shape seen in the structure of some PAH molecules (specially can be observed in a
naphtelane molecule). Ethylene also produces a significant amount of pyrene in premixed
and counterflow flame configurations [8, 9]. Shukla et al. [10] proposed methyl addition
followed by cyclization for the formation of pyrene from phenanthrene. They also
remarked that methyl addition does not depend on the PAH structure [10]. The presence of
some methylated species during ethylene pyrolysis supports this pathway [11]. However,
Georganta et al. [12] found that under typical flame conditions, a PAH radical is more
susceptible to acetylene attack than methyl radicals. Raj et al. [13] suggested that instead
of acetylene, propargyl addition on the zigzag site of naphthalene can overcome the
limitation of pyrene formation within the H-abstraction-C2H2-addition (HACA)
framework.
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The structure of the PAHs imposes additional challenges to our current understanding. A
Numerical study presented by Stein et al. [14] showed that benzenoid isomers are the most
stable structures at high temperatures. On the contrary, experiments showed that at high
temperatures, cyclopentafused PAHs (CP-PAHs) are significant [11, 15, 16]. Initially, it
was believed that HACA produces benzenoid PAHs, but Kislov et al. [17] suggested that
HACA mostly produces externally fused five-membered rings (e.g. acenaphthylene). The
five-membered ring can also be embedded inside the PAHs (e.g. fluoranthene). Shukla et
al. [6] believed that the growth by acetylene or vinyl addition can continue on the peripheral
five-membered ring leading to the formation of an embedded pentagonal unit surrounded
by benzene subunits on all sides. Cioslowski et al. [18, 19] suggested that the internally
fused pentagonal ring is formed by intramolecular cyclodehydrogenation at the most
sterically congested site.
While the analysis of the gas-phase species showed a gradual increase in PAH mass,
chemical analysis of the particulates with different degrees of maturity collected from the
flames suggested that PAHs with higher mass are produced before the lower ones [2, 20,
21]. The recombination of PAH radicals can explain the early increase in larger PAHs [16].
Johansson et al. [22] proposed Clustering of Hydrocarbons by Radical-Chain Reactions
(CHRCR) where the Resonantly Stabilized Radicals (RSRs) initiate a chain reaction
leading to the rapid formation of large PAHs. In this mechanism, the RSRs react
exothermically with another radical or stable molecule forming a larger structure which
retains the radical character [23].
The above discussion reveals that despite many years of PAH measurements and numerical
model developments, a consensus on the pathways of PAH formation and growth is far
from reality.
A detailed analysis of different types (in terms of structure) of PAHs in the flame is
necessary. Generally, ethylene is chosen as the fuel for investigating the different pathways
of PAH formation. The study of ethylene helps in understanding the combustion of
transportation fuel as well. Similar to ethylene, large aliphatic molecules that are
commonly found in practical fuels break down into C2 intermediates on heating [24]. The
measurement of different types of PAHs has been performed in detail for premixed [9] and
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counterflow [8] flames of ethylene. In case of coflow diffusion flames of ethylene, the
experimental data are limited to naphthalene, phenanthrene, anthracene and
acenaphthylene [25, 26]. Coflow diffusion flames can be regarded as a simple analogy of
practical combustion devices [27]. Moreover, the different stages of a flame can be
spatially resolved in this flame [28]. The flame centerline provides a suitable region for
studying the growth of PAHs with minimum interference from oxidation. Therefore, a
coflow diffusion flame of ethylene has been chosen for this study.
As part of the larger study that has been published [34], the CoFlame code is utilized to
simulate PAH and soot formation in an ethylene-air diffusion flame. Two different
chemical mechanisms are studied. These mechanisms are the chemical mechanism
developed at the German Aerospace Center (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt
in German), referred to as the DLR mechanism, and the mechanism developed at the King
Abdullah University of Science and Technology, referred to as the KAUST mechanism.
These mechanisms are studied to answer the question if current mechanisms can predict
both PAH and soot concentrations. To date, no such numerical investigation has been
performed to answer this question due to a lack of experimental data in a single diffusion
flame. The rest of this Chapter contains components of the study in [34] related to the
numerical simulations

4.2 Flame and Sampling Conditions
All the experimental data used to validate the numerical results were provided by the
Thomson lab at the university of Toronto. The experiments have used ethylene with a
reported purity of 99.5%. The fuel was supplied at room temperature. The flow rate of
ethylene was set at 7.44 g/hr. The coflow air was maintained at 4.32 kg/hr. Recently, Jerez
at al. [31] measured the soot volume fraction and PAHs (only qualitatively) in situ for an
ethylene coflow diffusion flame using a similar burner and the same fuel flow rate. Using
the same conditions as [31] allows for the generation of an extensive dataset comprising of
soot and PAHs (qualitative and quantitative). The soot volume fraction and the temperature
profile recorded in this study agree well with those proposed by Jerez et al. [31]. All the
measurements that are used to validate the numerical data have been performed along the
centerline of the flame.
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4.3 Numerical Modeling
The CoFlame code [34] has been used to numerically simulate the target flame. As
mentioned in Chapter two this code solves the coupled transport equations for mass,
momentum, energy, gas-phase chemical species, soot aggregate number density, and soot
primary particles number density in a 2D cylindrical co-ordinate system. The kinetic
mechanisms developed in [35] and [36] have been used for the gas-phase chemical
reactions.The soot particle dynamics model used includes reversible nucleation [37],
equilibrium-based condensation [38], HACA surface growth with an alpha value of 0.8,
coagulation, and fragmentation. The particle dynamics model is solved via a quasi-2D
sectional method. The overall computational domain has a non-uniform grid in both
directions with 360 × 180 (z × r) control volumes. The equations applied are exactly those
that have been used in Chapter two [52, 47]. Figure 4.1 shows the structure of the coflow
burner and the diffusion flame.

Figure 4.1 Flame structure of burner and flame model
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Table 4.1 Meshing Parameters used for modeling
Value

Parameter

0.0175

DX1 : unscratched/compressed grid spacing in the x (axial) direction

0.0

Shrink start: when the grid spacing begins to shrink to DX1

0.0

Shrink factor : when the grid spacing should be DX1

0.0

Shrink factor : factor that controls rate of shrinking

0.0175

DXStart

4.0

XExpandstart: axial distance from bottom of domain when grid spacing starts increasing

1.02

XSTRETCHFAC : rate of increase of grid spacing

0.01

DY1 : initial grid spacing in the y (radial) direction

1.04

YSTRETCHFAC : rate at which grid spacing expands in the radial direction

120

J : index of when grid starts expanding in radial direction

4.4 Results and Discussion
The results of soot volume fraction and species on the centerline have been compared
between the numerical results obtained using the DLR and KAUST mechanism and the
experimental results.
Soot Volume Fraction Predictions
As shown in Figure 4.2 the soot volume fraction is qualitatively predicted by this simulation if
a DLR mechanism is applied, however; using the KAUST mechanism an under prediction
of about three factors can be observed. This results suggests that in order to predict the soot
volume fraction a DLR mechanism should be used.

Figure 4.2 Experimental and computed soot volume fraction (in ppm) along the centerline
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Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) Species Predictions
Although the KAUST mechanism under predicts the soot volume fraction it can
qualitatively predict the larger PAHs concentration. The predictions from the numerical
simulations using a KAUST mechanism show reasonable agreement with the experimental
profiles for benzene and naphthalene. Benzene and Naphthalene PAH molecules are really
important in soot formation process. These PAH molecules are the precursors of soot and
the first aromatic rings that are appeared as a result of fuel pyrolysis.
Figure 4.3 shows the experimental mole fraction of benzene. The peak reaches at HAB =
0.9 cm where the local gas temperature is 1504 K. The predicted mole fractions from the
numerical simulations show satisfactory agreement with the experiment.

Figure 4.3 Experimental and calculated mole fraction profiles for benzene along the centerline. The
experimental flame temperature is also shown.

Figure 4.4 shows the experimental mole fraction of naphthalene. The peak mole fraction
of naphthalene occurs at the same HAB as that of benzene and it is one order of magnitude
lower than that of benzene. Both the simulations can capture the peak mole fraction
quantitatively, but DLR predicts the peak early in the flame while KAUST predicts at a
higher HAB.
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Figure 4.4 Experimental and calculated mole fraction profiles for naphthalene along the centerline

The Numerical and experimental profiles of the remaining species can be seen in Figure
4.5 to Figure 4.12. It can be observed that KAUST mechanism can predict mole fraction
of PAHs; however, when the DLR mechanism is applied over predictions of two to three
factors can be seen in the numerical results. The importance of the results of this Chapter
is on the qualitative agreement of soot volume fraction and PAH predictions.

Figure 4.5 Experimental and computed mole fraction of A3 (phenanthrene and anthracene) along the centerline.
Experimental temperature is also shown
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Figure 4.6 Experimental and computed mole fractions of A4 (pyrene + fluoranthene + aceanthrylene +
acephenanthrylene). Experimental temperature is also shown

Figure 4.7 Experimental and computed mole fraction of indene. Experimental temperature is also shown

Figure 4.8 Experimental and computed mole fraction of acenaphthylene. Experimental temperature profile is also
shown
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Figure 4.9 Experimental and calculated mole fractions of biphenyl. Experimental temperature profile is also
shown

Figure 4.10 Experimental and calculated mole fractions of phenylacetylene. Experimental temperature profile is
also shown

Figure 4.11 Comparison of numerical and experimental mole fraction of methylnaphthalenes
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Figure 4.12 Comparison of experimental and predicted mole fraction of cyclopenta(cd)pyrene

The disagreement between the experimental and predicted data also highlights the
importance of a comprehensive analysis of the experimental results to elucidate the
underlying pathways of PAH growth. In all the figures discussed here, the vertical bars
represent the total error associated with the measurements.

4.4.1 Conclusion
A coflow diffusion flame of ethylene has been studied to understand the effect of chemical
mechanisms on the pathways of PAH formation. The numerical results can predict the soot
volume fraction on the centerline using a DLR mechanism; however, applying a KAUST
mechanism will result in under prediction of the soot volume fraction. The chemical
species (PAHs) on the centerline are successfully predicted using the KAUST mechanism
while applying the DLR mechanism will result in an over prediction by a factor of four.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the current gas-phase mechanism and soot formation
model cannot predict both the soot volume fraction and the PAH species simultaneously.
The results highlight the importance of accounting for the PAH structure when developing
kinetic mechanisms to improve the chemical mechanism prediction and soot sub-models.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Conclusion and Future Work
This work is consisted of two studies focused on the effect of coflow inlet temperature and
chemical mechanisms on soot formation. The numerical results of both Chapter three and
four were obtained using the CoFlame code. The CoFlame code uses a detailed fixed
sectional method to solve the equations of soot particles and provide details on soot and
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) species and the flow field of the coflow diffusion
flame. The centerline and wing line results are valuable as they provide important
information on the changes in soot formation. The centerline tends to be dominated by
PAH condensation and the wing line tends to be dominated by H-abstraction-C2H2-addition
(HACA) surface growth. Optimizing the levels of soot by controlling the initial conditions
will help to reduce these harmful emissions and also increase the efficiency rate of
combustion devices.
In Chapter three the effect of inlet coflow temperature on soot formation was studied. The
finding of this Chapter suggests that the increase in inlet coflow temperature will increase
the overall soot formation in the flame region. The reason behind this increase is believed
to be the higher rates of inception at higher inlet temperatures in the lower flame regions.
This high inception rate can also be seen in the high number of early on soot primary
particles at higher inlet coflow temperatures.
Chapter four consists of the study of the effect of different chemical mechanisms. The DLR
mechanism numerical results successfully match the experimental results for the soot
volume fraction on the centerline. When the KASUT mechanism was applied the PAH
species predictions matched the experimental data provided. However, both of the
mechanisms cannot predict the soot volume fraction and PAH species concentration
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simultaneously. This study shows that there is still a need for a conclusive chemical kinetic
mechanism that can accurately predict the species and soot volume fraction.
To further improve the results of this studies, a detailed chemical mechanism can be
developed and applied to see if the reaction pathways and a more detailed chemical
mechanism will have a tremendous effect on the formation of soot particles in the system.
The implantation of differentiating the nascent and mature soot based on their
microstructure and their size can be improved to obtain a more detailed distribution of
mature and nascent soot. This is critical since the oxidation rates of nascent and mature
soot are significantly different. Therefore, a drastic change will be seen in the results of the
oxidation and fragmentation processes. This will lead to a major change in the soot particle
distribution on the centerline, wing line and the soot aggregate produced at the end of flame
zone. Improving the nucleation and condensation model will have a drastic effect on the
soot formation predictions especially on the centerline. Another valuable addition can be
improving the nucleation modeling pathways. In a recent study, Frenklach et al. [1]
provided a new theory that assumes the PAH-PAH reaction will result in the formation of
E-bridge connections in a HACA-like reaction and nucleate soot particles. Developing a
numerical model for the presented theory might be the solution to the under predictions of
soot formation on the centerline.
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APPENDICES
A1. Soot volume fraction

Figure A1. Comparison of soot volume fraction recorded in this study and [47]

A2. Experimental Sampling System

Figure A2. Schematic of the sampling system, Courtesy of Thomson lab website
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The temperature ramp of the GC column was 400C for 1 min, increase to 3000C at the rate
of 100C/min and isothermal at 3000C for 3 minutes. The split ratio was maintained at 20:1.
The He gas flow rate was maintained at 0.6ml/min.

A3. Details on Error Estimation for the Measurements
After the calibration, a known amount of PAH mixture was analyzed to determine the
accuracy of the calibration. In this study, this uncertainty is referred to as systematic errors.
The systematic error is due to calibration mixture preparation, instrumental error,
condensation in the sampling line etc. This error is inherent to our sampling system which
means this error will always be reflected in our measurements. When there is a flame,
additional errors may arise from flame disturbance, positional uncertainty, clogging of the
probe etc. Hence, a measurement taken from a flame contains the systematic error + the
error due to presence of the flame. If measurements are repeated for a particular height
above the burner, each and every reading will contain the systematic error + the error
arising due to flame. This sum of the errors has been referred to total error.

A4. Parameters for Numerical Modeling
Table A.1. Mesh for numerical modeling

Number of sections
Start height for meshing (axial direction)

35
-0.7 (starts 0.7 cm below the fuel tube
opening)
16.413
1.667
3.2E-5
Reversible
0.8
2.35

Inlet air velocity
Inlet fuel velocity
timestep
Nucleation and Condensation model
Alpha (HACA growth)
Spacing factor of sections
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A5. PAH Results of Numerical Modeling
In this work Benzo[a]Pyerene, Secondarybenzo[a]Pyrenyl, and benzo[ghi]uoranthenre, are
the three main PAHs that are considered to participate in PAH condensation. The fuel
pyrolysis is higher at the lower regions of the flame for higher inlet temperatures leading
to the appearance of higher number of PAHs or soot precursors at lower regions of the
flame. However later on the PAHs concentration is lower for higher inlet temperatures.

Figures A3. The benzo[ghi]uoranthenre PAH concentration on the centerline
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Figure A4. The Secondarybenzo[a]Pyrenyl PAH concentration on the centerline

A5. the Benzo[a]Pyerene PAH concentration on the centerline

The higher fuel pyrolysis at lower regions of the flame due to the higher inlet temperature
leads to the appearance of higher numbers of PAHs which this will result in a higher
number of soot primary particles through increased nucleation. This increase in the
nucleation process is the reason behind the higher soot volume fraction on the flame
centerline region with the increase in the inlet temperature.
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